## Dragon Professional Anywhere

Streamline repetitive and manual documentation processes, while deploying powerful enterprise speech recognition across the organization – all while saving time for IT staff and boosting productivity and efficiency for busy professionals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Enhanced features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Dragon Professional Anywhere** | Provides cloud-hosted enterprise-ready speech recognition across your existing infrastructure of Windows-based devices, including virtualized and remote-access PCs |  - The lightweight Windows client application downloads and installs in minutes and provides a secure connection to the Microsoft Azure cloud-hosting infrastructure  
  - Dragon Professional Anywhere can be installed on windows-based enterprise workstations or laptops in just minutes without the need for complex configurations  
  - Support for thin client hardware, server virtualization as well as Citrix® environments. Allows for fast and easy integration into existing IT infrastructure. | ● |
| **Anchor Focus Dictation** | Allows knowledge workers and field professionals to anchor the text transcription within a particular document, even as they have their cursor and mouse positioned in another window (i.e. when referencing a web-page). | ● |
| **Delivers high recognition accuracy with the ability to learn and adapt to a variety of accents and environments, with a next generation speech engine powered by Nuance Deep Learning technology** | Ideal for diverse work groups and settings:  
  - Optimized for speakers with accents, such as regional dialects  
  - Dragon learns words and phrases used most to minimize corrections and adapts to the user’s voice while dictating | ● |
| **Dynamic profiles provide professionals easy access from any computer location or thin client** | Administrators set and store user settings such as custom words, custom commands, and PowerMic settings with central administration through the Nuance Management Center (NMC):  
  - Staff can start dictating with Dragon on any shared PC with no set-up required | ● |
| **Support for virtualized environments** | Supports Citrix XenApp®, Citrix XenDesktop® or Microsoft® Remote Desktop Services, enabling users to dictate from workstations and thin clients | ● |
| **Improve documentation productivity with fast, accurate dictation coupled with robust voice command capabilities** | Ready to use, requires no speech profile training, includes accent detection and automatic microphone calibration. | ● |
| **Fast and accurate dictation into office productivity applications, web browsers, and other standard Windows enterprise applications** | Users dictate text anywhere they would normally type:  
  - Use voice commands like “Next/previous field” to navigate between fields  
  - Organize can share commands with other Dragon users and automate repetitive tasks | ● |
## Feature matrix

### Feature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Enhanced features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Empower knowledge workers and field professionals with a Nuance PowerMic III option, a high-quality, handheld microphone that makes it easy to dictate into and control applications | Ergonomic handheld microphone with robust dictation, programmable buttons and integrated mouse functionality means users can:  
- Dictate, edit, navigate and review documents and reports  
- Use the toggle button to switch dictation on and off quickly if they need to  
- Program buttons to automate steps such as advancing sequentially through fields in an intake form |  |
| Minimize post-editing with formatting and other recognition improvements to speed document turnaround and report filing | Improved recognition of numbers and email address formatting, hyperlink formatting in auto-texts, and place names based on how they are naturally spoken, resulting in fewer overall corrections. For example:  
- “three double two five” – “3225”  
- “John dot Smith at Nuance dot com” > john.smith@nuance.com |  |
| Centralize administration through the Nuance Management Center (NMC) for significant cost savings | Provides powerful, yet easy-to-use centralized user administration to help organizations ensure efficient use of licenses and meet requirements for reporting accuracy:  
- Track employee usage of Dragon  
- Assign, switch or redistribute licenses via a license key  
- Manage or share customizations, including custom words, commands and auto-texts, across multiple users |  |
| Use custom voice commands to automate repetitive tasks and increase efficiencies | Execute multi-step processes to reduce repetitive steps:  
- Create custom voice commands to insert signatures or standard clauses into documents  
- Create time-saving commands to invoke multi-step tasks, such as opening a standard suite of applications to begin the day  
- Once created, share custom commands across the Dragon user community with NMC |  |
| Budget friendly pricing | Affordable, subscription-based pricing with little upfront capital investment makes it easier for organizations to plan budgets with predictable expenses. |  |
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Nuance Communications is reinventing the relationship between people and technology. Through its voice and language offerings, the company is creating a more human conversation with the many devices, electronics, apps and services around us. Every day, millions of people and thousands of businesses experience Nuance through intelligent systems that can listen, understand, learn and adapt to your life and your work. For more information, please visit www.nuance.com.
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